Introduction
Language resources are basic information sources in language technology. Building such resources manually requires a large amount of linguistic expertise and time. Therefore the possibility of building resources automatically from language samples, ie. corpora is a very appealing one.
The notion of semantic similarity is very broad and differently understood among specialists. Some understand semantic similarity as being equal to synonymy while some assume different semantic relations such as hyponymy and meronymy.
Lexical resources containing information about semantic similarity can be used in many natural language processing tasks. The most popular one is query extraction in information retrieval. Beyond information retrieval, semantic similarity information is a very powerful tool for fighting the general NLP problem of data sparseness.
The automation of extracting semantically similar lexemes is based on the assumption that semantically similar lexemes occur in similar contexts. Therefore the dominant methodology for extracting semantically similar lexemes is taken from information retrieval -every lexeme is represented as a vector containing frequency information of cooccuring lexemes. The semantic distance is computed as the distance between vectors.
There are three basic stages in computing semantic similarity:
1. building co-occurrence vectors 2. measuring association with context 3. measuring vector similarity These three stages are discussed in the next three subsections.
Methods for building cooccurrence vectors
Every lexeme of interest is represented as a vector where its dimensions are features like tokens, lemmata or syntactic relations the lexeme co-occurs with [7] . If co-occurence vectors are built using tokens or lemmata, it is common to define two sets -V 1 and V 2.
The set V 1 includes all lexemes of interest while V 2 includes all tokens or lemmata taken as features. While building co-occurence vectors, co-occurence of features from V 2 with lexemes from V 1 is measured. There are several methods of defining the breadth of the observed context. The most common is the window method. If using the window method, three factors have to be considered [2]:
1. width -how many characters or words the window extends over 2. symmetry -if the window is symmetric 3. boundaries -whether the window is fixed regarding boundaries such as sentence and paragraph breaks
The window method used in this research considers sentence brakes as window boundaries while disregarding width and symmetry. Other research experiments with broader and narrower boundaries like documents and sentences as well as fixed width boundaries. Most window methods consider the context as bag of words while some encode relative position of the feature regarding the lexeme in the co-ocurence vectors as well.
If syntactic relations are taken as features, the relation type between the token and lexeme as well as the token are encoded into the co-occurence vector.
Measures of association with context
Measures of association with context are used to compute values that are included in the cooccurrence vectors. These vales are based on frequencies extracted from corpora. Before introducing the measures of interest, methods for estimating values from corpora have to be defined. The probability of a feature is computed by maximum likelihood estimate as
where the random variable F describes the features distribution. Furthermore, the conditional probability of a feature given a lexeme is computed as
where the random variable L describes the lemmata distribution.
The joint probability of a feature and a lexeme is computed as
This expression is derived from the expression that links joint and conditional probability
It has to be stressed here that the estimate of the joint probability can be computed with count(L) or count(F ) in the denominator which will result in different values if
The most obvious measure of association with context is the plain frequency of cooccurence of a lexeme and a feature.
This measure has several drawbacks that will be discussed while introducing other measures. The second most obvious measure would be the relative frequency of a lexeme given a feature, ie. the conditional probability of a feature given a lexeme, ie. a normalized vector which is given by
Main advantage of this measure in comparison to the absolute frequency is that vectors are set to equal length which makes vectors of very frequent lexeme easier comparable to vectors of infrequent lexemes. The next possible measure is pointwise mutual information [1] which computes how often a lexeme and a feature co-occur, compared with what would be expected if they were independent. This measure is computed as
Main advantage of this measure comparing to the probability measure is that it penalizes co-occurence with features not specific for the lexeme of interest. Another measure that attempts to capture the same intuition as pointwise mutual information is the t-test statistic which computes the difference between observed and expected means, normalized by the variance. The higher the value of t, the more likely we can reject the null hypothesis that the observed and expected means are the same. This measure is computed in [2] as follows:
Measures of vector similarity
Measures of vector similarity are used to compare two vectors, ie. lexemes built from association measures for features used to describe the lexemes. The simplest two measures of vector similarity are the Manhattan and Euclidean distance. The first one calculates the distance between vectors on all dimensions whilst Euclidean distance measures the geometric distance between the two vectors. They are computed by the next two expressions:
After [6] , the main problem especially with the Euclidean distance is that it turns out to be very sensible to extreme values, ie. outliers in the vectors. Our intuition is that this holds especially if the vectors are not normalized underestimating the similarity of frequent and infrequent lexemes.
A measure used in information retrieval is the dot product operator from linear algebra. If the vectors are normalized, that measure is equal to the cosine between the two vectors. The cosine similarity measure is computed by
The Jaccard measure is also derived from information retrieval. The measure was originally designed for binary vectors. It divides the number of equal features with the number of features in general.
The measure was extended by [4] to vectors with weighted associations as follows:
The Dice measure is very similar to the Jaccard measure and is also introduced from information retrieval. It is computed as
There are also equivalents of the Dice measure for weighted associations. The one suggested in [2] is
The last measure used in this research is from the family of information-theoretic distributional similarity measures [3] . The intuition of these methods is that two vectors 
which has the negative property that it is undefined when Q(x) = 0 and P (x) = 0 which is quite often because of the sparseness of the co-occurence matrix. Therefore there are some alternatives like the Jensen-Shannon divergence [6] which bypasses the negative properties of the Kullback-Leilbler divergence:
The experiment
In this research the Vjesnik corpus is used. It consists of articles from the on-line version of the Croatian daily newspaper Vjesnik from 1999 to 2007 [8] . The corpus is POS-tagged with the tagger described in [9] . Some data about the corpus is showed in Table 1 . The co-occurence matrix is built for 1,000 most frequent common nouns omitting the first 100. The 1,000 co-occurence vectors are built from co-occurence with common nouns inside a paragraph. Therefore, V 1 contains 1,000 elements while V 2 contains all the 15,978 common nouns in the corpus. The highest frequency of a considered lexeme is 26,845 while the minimum frequency is 3,331. The maximum frequency of a feature is 316,911 while the minimum is, as expected, 1.
Out of 1000 considered lexemes five are chosen randomly for the experiment. They are: "ustav" (constitution), "istup" (offset (action)), "suđenje" (trial), "serija" (series) and "prihod" (income).
Four different measures of association with context introduced in the previous section are applied: raw frequency, maximum likelihood estimate, pointwise mutual information and t-test.
Eight different measures of vector similarity introduced in the previous section are applied: L1 (Manhattan distance), L2 (Euclidean distance), cosine similarity, binary Jaccard similarity, Jaccard similarity, binary dice similarity, dice similarity and JensenShannon divergence.
Since binary Jaccard and binary dice similarity work with binary vectors which makes the measures of association with context obsolete, 2 + 6 * 4 = 26 different experiments for every lexeme are undertaken.
For evaluation a gold standard defined by three human annotators is used. Human annotators are given lists of lexemes possibly related to the selected lexemes. These lists are defined as an union of top twenty answers of all 26 methods. For all five lexemes 390 lexemes (78 on average) are chosen. Each human annotator is given a text file with the lexemes of interest followed by the candidates in alphabetical order. The human annotators are given instructions to grade every lexeme with grades from 1 to 4 where the grades stand for "not similar", "rather not similar", "rather similar" and "similar".
The interannotator agreement between two annotators is calculated as
The gold standard used to evaluate each of the 26 methods consists of selected lexemes with pairs of semantically similar lexemes and their grades attached. The grades are calculated as the mean of the grades given by human annotators.
In evaluating the 26 methods a loss function based on the inverse ranking is used. It 
The loss function is computed as the difference between the maximum value (all lexemes receiving the highest score) and the value provided by the gold standard. Each of these two values are computed as fractions of the grade and the ranking, rewarding mostly high grades on high ranks. Table 2 shows the results of the human annotation.
Results
The frequencies of the lexemes are given in Table 2 in column FREQ.
The number of candidates given to human annotators is given in Table 2 in column NOC (number of candidates).
The average grade given to the candidates by the human annotators is 2.2. The average grade regarding a specific lexeme is given in Table 2 in column AG (average grade).
The interannotator agreement is on average 0.7885 ± 0, 0134SE. The interannotator agreement for a specific lexeme is given in Table 2 in column IAA (interannotator agreement).
The data in Table 2 shows that the most frequent lexemes (trial and income) have the least number of candidates. In our opinion there are three reasons for that: higher frequency, low level of polysemy and semantic concreteness. We believe that the latter two have greater impact. These two lexemes also have the highest average grade and interannotator agreement.
On the other hand, the lexeme offset is most abstract and therefore has the highest number of candidates and the lowest interannotator agreement.
Both offset and series are highly polysemous and therefore have the highest number of candidates. Series has a higher interannotator agreement probably because of the lowest average grade.
The data shows that the highest interannotator agreement have lexemes with best and worst average grades.
The results of the 26 experiments with different measures of vector similarity and as- sociation with context are given in Table 3 . They are sorted by the loss mean and the standard error.
The results show that the strongest variable regarding the loss mean is the vector similarity measure. The first half of the list consists of a combination of the Jensen-Shannon divergence and L1 and L2 measures. The second half consists of the remaining vector similarity measures -cosine, Jaccard and Dice measures. The binary measures show highest loss mean.
Best results concerning the measure of association with context shows the maximum likelihood estimate, followed by t-test and raw frequency. Pointwise mutual information shows weakest results.
The reason for the success of the MLE measure is in our opinion twofold -on one hand Jansen-Shannon divergence, the most successful measure, expects this measure and on the other hand only common nouns are used as features which makes additional weighting less important.
In Table 4 and Table 5 loss mean and the minimum for every specific lexeme are showed. As expected, the loss mean variable strongly correlates with the average grade variable and minimum loss variable.
The best result in this research is achieved for the lexeme trial with the following top 20 results: trial, witness, indictment, verdict, accused, attorney, judge, prosecutor, custody, investigation, prison, testimony, murder, female judge, evidence, charge, bar, sentence, appeal, crime. All the original Croatian lexemes are rather monosemous and specific for the topic.
Conclusion
In this research several methods of vector similarity and association with context are evaluated in the process of extracting semantically similar lexemes from the corpus. In building the co-occuring matrix the sentence window is used. Co-occurence vectors of only 1,000 most frequent common nouns are built only with information about co-occurring common nouns. The gold standard is built by three human annotators using a union of top results of all methods. All together, 26 different combinations of vector similarity and association with context are evaluated. The results show that Jensen Shannon divergence and L1 and L2 measures outperform the remaining vector similarity measures.
The best measure of association with context is the maximum likelihood estimate. The reason that more sophisticated measures like the t-test or pointwise mutual information underperformed probably lies in the fact that only common noun co-occuring information is used which is generally very informative.
The distribution of grades given by human annotators shows that there is a high amount of medium grades. Namely, the methods extract a large amount of topically similar lexemes that are mostly graded with grades 2 and 3. We claim that the reason for that is the size of the window applied. Our assumption is that a narrower window would produce more real synonyms and near-synonyms. Such a large window has the consequence that nouns that often co-occur are represented by more similar vectors than it would be if the window was narrower.
Further research has to emphasize primarily the variable of window size. Additionally, a larger number of lexemes has to be included in the matrix and also experimented on.
The decision about taken features has to be experimented with since in this research only co-occurence with common nouns is considered.
Chunking and parsing the corpus should also improve the results since research on English showed that best results are obtained by including syntactic relations into co-occurrence vectors.
